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While there is not one formula 
for building a highly effective 
chapter, there are elements and 
processes that most effective 
chapters have in common. 

No Silver Bullet



Five Traits of Thriving Chapters

1. The mission is central.

2. A dynamic plan that guides decision-making.

3. Welcoming, inclusive communications and culture.

4. A strategic approach to leadership development.

5. Good governance, i.e. systems, processes, fiscal 
management, adherence to policies and resolutions.
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The Mission is Central

Protect

Reconnect 

Restore

Sustain
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A Dynamic Plan That Guides Decision-Making

Where chapter strategic 
plans are made
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• Aspirational
• Part Wish
• Part Ability
• Part Need

Plans are:
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Welcoming, Inclusive Communications and Culture



Short-term, defined, enjoyable 
tasks allow volunteers to try out 
TU and share in accomplishing the 
mission

Members & General Public

Strategic Approach to 
Leadership Development

Promising participants are asked 
to take responsibility for larger 
tasks they can perform 

One-time Volunteers & Participants

Promising volunteers are asked to 
participate in committees  that allow for 
engagement, evaluation and a leadership 
resource pool

Committee 
Members

Officers/ 
Directors

Promising volunteers are chosen to 
assume responsibility as a chapter 
director or director
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Strategic Approach to Leadership Development
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• Board succession planning, term limits

• Running a productive meeting

• Fiduciary and legal chapter responsibilities

• Managing risk

• Adherence to important policies

• Evaluating effectiveness
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Good Governance



Board Succession Planning

The Role of Board Leadership -> Develop your replacement as your first task in 
the job

The Role of Officers -> If your VP isn’t intending to step into the role of President, 
get a new VP

Role of Nominating Committee -> Keep a continuous list of skills and diversity 
needed to make a well-rounded board

Electing Officers -> Take this process seriously, be open and transparent

Term Limits -> Adhere to them as they help avoid stagnation, undue concentration 
of power, or continuous inadequate leadership
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Term Limits for Officers

Under TU’s Bylaws (Art. VII, sections 1.a and 2.d), chapters 
and councils should establish bylaws consistent with the 
model bylaws, which contain term-limit provisions. The Board 
recommends that chapters and councils abide by those term-
limit provisions. 
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Appoint a Nominating Committee 
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Run a Productive Meeting
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• An Agenda/  
Preparation

• Decision-Making

• Time/ 
Attendance

• Inclusion/ 
Atmosphere

• Constructive 
Conflict

• Facilitation

• Bylaws 
Adherence/ 
Robert's Rules of 
Order



Effective Meetings: What is Needed?

DURING THE MEETING
• Focus on decision-making

• Change the format of meetings from 
show-and-tell to give-and-take

• Ensure the president/ chair is neutral and 
involves all board members. 

• Good housekeeping
• Start and end on time
• Follow-up with no-shows

• Have a good time
• Never underestimate the power of humor

AFTER MEETINGS
• The board should be invited to share feedback 

on the meeting

BEFORE MEETING
• Establish rules of conduct. As an example, 

agree on how to disagree. 
• Require some advance reading.

• Working with the executive committee, 
develop and distribute a clear agenda

• Distribute the monthly financial 
statement

• Save time during board meetings by 
preparing draft board 
recommendations

• Clearly define the outcomes you wish 
to achieve during the meeting to 
prevent lengthy, unfocused discussions

• Facilitate a meeting location at a suitable 
site, time and day. 
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Fiduciary & Legal Chapter Responsibilities

1. Understand and enforce the restrictions associated to TU’s 501(c)(3) exemption.

2. Understand and enforce your chapter, council and TU national’s bylaws and Board 
resolutions and policies.

3. Understand and enforce TU’s liability limitations.

4. File required forms with the IRS by August 15, each year and TU’s Annual Financial 
Reports by May 15.

5. Develop, approve and track a budget of chapter/council expenses and revenues each fiscal 
year.

Councils: Part of your role is to ensure that all chapters in the state are aware of the 
requirements and restrictions.
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Restricted $ for Specific Projects

• Chapters and councils must assure that money or other 
assets donated for a particular purpose are used only for 
that purpose. 
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Personal Property Inventory

• Each chapter and council must prepare and keep a current 
written inventory of all personal property in excess of $200 
in value that the chapter or council owns and must appoint 
an officer to oversee that property. 
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Monthly Review of Transactions

• Chapters and councils must provide access to the records of 
all chapter and council accounts to an officer who is not 
authorized to sign checks, otherwise withdraw funds from the 
accounts, or make charges on a chapter or council credit card.

• Hard copy vs. electronic review 

• A review of records must be done at least monthly 
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Dual Signature on Accounts

• The safest practice is for chapters and councils to require 
that two chapter or council officers sign any check if a dual-
signature requirement is permitted by the chapter's or 
council's financial institution

• Consider dual signatures required on any check over $1,000 
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Financial Reporting: Small & Medium

Report out every month, regardless of meeting:

• Current cash balance

• Current inventory balance

• Budget versus actual

• List of all deposits and withdrawals
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Report out every month, regardless of meeting:

• Statement of activity; statement of financial position

• Budget versus actual

• List of all deposits and withdrawals

• Annual or bi-annual review by outside firm (if you don’t already have a 
firm assisting with the monthly financial preparation)

Financial Reporting: Large
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Annual Financial Reports & IRS Form 990s
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Manage Risks

First:  Pass on the risk to someone else.

Second: Minimize the risks taken on by your council or chapter.

Third: Insurance.

Particularly for issues which involve boats, alcohol, minors or major in-stream construction 
projects, special care needs to be taken to protect your chapter and Trout Unlimited.

FIRST STEPS
• - Review the guidance at www.tu.org/riskmanagement
• - Reach out to your state council
• - Call your Volunteer Operations Staff
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http://www.tu.org/riskmanagement


Major Risks to 501(c)(3) Status:

• Do not endorse or oppose candidates for political office.

• Restrict portion of activities devoted to lobbying.  

• Do not donate funds to non-governmental organizations that are not 
501(c)(3) orgs.

• Do not donate funds to organizations that do not further TU’s purposes.

• Coordinate with TU Volunteer Operations on scholarships.
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Contract Guidance

Language to Avoid:

“Chapter shall defend, indemnify and hold State Parks harmless from all 
claims, including costs of defense and attorneys' fees, arising in whole or in 
part from the acts or omissions of Chapter.

Replacement Language:

“To the extent permitted by applicable law, Chapter shall defend, indemnify 
and hold State Parks harmless, solely to the extent of Chapter's insurance, 
from all claims, including costs of defense and attorneys' fees, arising from 
any bodily injury or property damage caused by the acts or omissions of 
Chapter, its employees, or its volunteers in connection with work done 
pursuant to this agreement.”
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Important TU Policies

• Anti-Harassment Policy (2018)
•

• Illegal Substance Policy (2018)
•

• Litigation Policy (2017)
•

• Social Media Policy (2016)
•

• Guidelines for Working with Youth (2015)
•

• Securely Processing Credit Card Transactions (2014)
•

• Guidance on Copyrights and Trademarks (2014)
•

• Gift Acceptance Policy Guidelines and Procedures (2013)

And much, much 
more… 

at tu.org/policies
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Evaluate Effectiveness
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Example Internal Board Operations Assessment (handed out) 
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Evaluate Effectiveness



Questions?



TU’s Insurance Agent:

Doug Adams
dadams@adamsins.net
1-888-761-6411

Online Resources:
www.tu.org/tacklebox
- TU Leadership Manual
- Policies
- Guidelines
- Forms & Waivers
- And much, much more!

TU’s Volunteer Operations Staff:

Beverly Smith,  VP for Volunteer Operations
bsmith@tu.org or (307) 734-2814

Jeff Yates, Director of Volunteer Operations
jyates@tu.org or (203) 216-7078

Lisa Beranek, Leadership Development Manager

lberanek@tu.org or (907) 205-0974

Nick Halle, Volunteer Operations Coordinator
nhalle@tu.org or (703) 284-9425
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http://www.tu.org/tacklebox


List of Additional Resources: 

TU’s Leadership Manual (tu.org/tacklebox)

“The Less Visible Leader: Emerging Leadership 
Models for Environmental Networks, Coalitions and 
Collaboratives," The Institute for Conservation 
Leadership

“Begging for Change,” Robert Egger

“Boards That Make a Difference,” John Carver, 
Josey-Bass 2nd Ed.

“Called to Serve: Creating and Nurturing the 
Effective Volunteer Board,” Max De Pree

“Governance as Leadership,” Richard Chiat, 
William Ryan, Barbara Taylor


